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WOODEN WORKBENCH SCHOOL SERIES HYDRAULICALLY ADJUSTABLE 720-930MM

€2 .582,63 (excl. VAT)

Solid workbench with a solid beech work surface of 80mm thickness. The workbench was developed
specifically for use in schools. For this purpose, the workbench is equipped with four workstations, each

with its own vice. The bench rests on a sturdy metal base that is hydraulically adjustable in height
(720mm-930mm). This can easily be done by one person using the lever. This workbench can therefore

be used by both children and adults. The standard package of this workbench includes four pairs of bench
dogs (Ø19mm) in full steel. The work surface is already oiled upon delivery.

On request, this workbench is also available for left-handers. Please let us know when you place your
order so that we can provide you with a custom-made workbench.

SKU: PIN-SCHOOL1/hydr/19
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Solid workbench with a solid beech work surface of 80mm thickness. The workbench was developed specifically
for use in schools. For this purpose, the workbench is equipped with four workstations, each with its own vice.

The bench rests on a sturdy metal base that is hydraulically height adjustable. This special metal base is
controlled by a central, non-electric, hydraulic pump. The pump itself is easy to operate by one person using

the lever. The adjustable height varies between 720mm and 930mm. This workbench can therefore be used by
both children and adults. The standard package of this workbench includes four pairs of bench dogs (Ø19mm)
in full steel. The School Series workbenches are also available with a wooden base of fixed working height. The

work surface is already oiled upon delivery.

On request, this workbench is also available for left-handers. Please let us know when you place your order so
that we can provide you with a custom-made workbench.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Massif beech workbench
Height adjustable (pneumatic)

Working surface thickness 80mm
Four work positions
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One vice per work position
For schools

Diameter holes: 19mm

DESCRIPTION

Solid workbench with a solid beech work surface of 80mm thickness. The workbench was developed specifically
for use in schools. For this purpose, the workbench is equipped with four workstations, each with its own vice.

The bench rests on a sturdy metal base that is hydraulically height adjustable. This special metal base is
controlled by a central, non-electric, hydraulic pump. The pump itself is easy to operate by one person using

the lever. The adjustable height varies between 720mm and 930mm. This workbench can therefore be used by
both children and adults. The standard package of this workbench includes four pairs of bench dogs (Ø19mm)
in full steel. The School Series workbenches are also available with a wooden base of fixed working height. The
work surface is already oiled upon delivery. On request, this workbench is also available for left-handers. Please

let us know when you place your order so that we can provide you with a custom-made workbench.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 155 kg

Dimensions 145 × 145 × 72-94 cm

Working height 720-930mm


